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It is reported about the discovery of a double current structure upon ignition of a self-sustaining glow discharge

in crossed electric and magnetic fields — in an ExB discharge. The initial state for the first current jump is neutral

gas; for the second — plasma. The measured ignition curves and time characteristics of the process are given. The

ion current was used as a parameter that made it possible to register two modes of the E× B discharge. For the

first time, a different character of discharge ignition for Penning pairs is shown.
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The electric discharge in gases in zero external magnetic

field was studied thoroughly [1]. Its current–voltage
curve incorporates currents induced by natural radiation

and features the so-called dark discharge region, which is

followed by different types of glow discharge and an arc

discharge. Plasma sources with plasma flows and particles

extracted from the E× B discharge region (discharge in

crossed electric and magnetic fields) are used widely at

present. It is hard to imagine engineering processes in

nanoelectronics [2], spacecraft orbit adjustment [3], and

medicine [4] without them. Specifically, plasma accelerators

with an anode layer (AALs) and an extended acceleration

region (stationary plasma thrusters, SPTs) are used. The

E× B discharge ignition conditions have been studied since

the 1980s [5]. The ignition of a self-sustained non-sustained

(in the presence of a source of external electrons) glow

E× B discharge was understood as electrical breakdown

in [5]; other researchers did not see. In this case, the

electrical current of the discharge was measured as an

indicator of ignition The results of experiments on igniting a

self-sustained E× B discharge in argon, xenon, and nitrogen

were presented in [6,7]. Dependences of ignition voltage Uig

on Pd (P is the gas pressure and d is the distance between

electrodes) were similar in shape to Paschen curves in zero

magnetic field, but the Uig values were lower at the same

Pd . At the moment of ignition of a discharge in an SPT, the

net current is 10−20 times higher than the current in steady-

state operation; minimum Uig ≈ 220V was determined for

the Uig = f (B ig) curve at B ≈ 190G [8]. A discharge

is produced in an SPT 7µs after the voltage is switched

on. The current density reaches its peak at t ≈ 25 µs, and

the transition to steady-state operation is completed within

approximately 50µs [9].

Integral dependences Uig = f (B ig) for neon, argon, and

krypton for an anomalous glow discharge in an AAL used

in the described experiments (see a detailed description

in [10]) are similar to the ones provided in [6–8]. In

determining these dependences, the radial component of

induction at the cathode B ig was calculated based on the

current measured in the circuit of a coil, which produces

the AAL magnetic field, at the moment of breakdown. A

Rogowski coil encircling the anode−cathode AAL supply

line was used as a sensor. This Rogowski coil had the

following parameters:L ≈ 35 µH, C ≈ 100 µF, R ≈ 0.7�;

and integrating RC circuit was not used. The typical

oscilloscope signal record is shown in Fig. 1, a. A peak of

induction current at the moment of discharge ignition, which

is followed by the transition to steady-state operation, stands

out. Since the attempts at identifying probable precursors of

a glow discharge with a Rogowski coil failed, we decided to

use the current of ions leaving the AAL through a circular

aperture in the cathode as an indicator of discharge ignition.

The collector of a retarding field analyzer (RFA) with a

control and measurement system capable of monitoring the

signal for 100 s [11] was used as an ion current sensor.

The AAL anode voltage was set first. A voltage

increasing in steps at different rates dURFA/dt 6 10V/30ms

was then applied to the RFA analyzer grid to monitor

the temporal dynamics of the ion signal. In conjunction

with the URFA growth, the magnetic field in the AAL

increased slowly (upon variation of current in its coil) up

to the moment of breakdown (ion current jump at the RFA

collector). These measurements revealed a double current

structure of the ion signal (Figs. 1, b, c), which is equivalent

to a double structure of the electron and discharge-current

density in a E× B discharge. The value of B ig (induction at

the site of production of primary electrons at the cathode)
was used as a quantitative characteristic of the magnetic

field. The calculated (in FEMM) B ig value was determined

based on the measured current in an axial coil generating

the AAL magnetic field. Figures 1, b and c show the typical

oscilloscope records of ion current (time is counted from
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Figure 1. Oscilloscope records of ignition of a E× B discharge. a — Neon, signal from the Rogowski coil, inflow rate q = 50 cm3/min,

Uig = 1140V, B ig,I = 2400G, 5µs/div sweep, 100mV/div sensitivity; b — neon, dURFA/dt = 2V/30ms, q = 80 cm3/min, Uig = 1150V,

B ig,I = 1480G, B ig,II = 2150G; c — argon, dURFA/dt = 2V/30ms, q = 5 cm3/min, Uig = 1040V, B ig,I = 1430G, B ig,II = 1630G.

the moment of RFA initiation) corresponding to the curve

of ignition of a E× B discharge
”
in ion light.“Two current

jumps (sections AB and CD in Fig. 1, b) followed by two

steady anomalous glow discharge states (sections BC and

DE in Fig. 1, b) are evident. The transition from mode I

to mode II is initiated by an increase in the magnetic field

induction. Sections BC∗ and DE in Fig. 1, b correspond to

the state when the magnetic field remained unchanged; it

increased up to point A and within the C∗C section.

Figure 2 shows the ignition curves of E× B discharges,

which were initiated by a magnetic field, obtained
”
in

a single frame.“It should be stressed that neutral gas

and plasma are the initial states for the first and the

second current jumps, respectively. The measured ratios

of amplitudes of jumps for different ignition conditions are

I II/I I ≈ 2−11.

Varying dURFA/dt in the process of ignition, we could

observe ions with energies 50 eV 6 Wi 6 eUA at the collec-

tor, where UA is the AAL anode voltage at the moment

of ignition (UA = Uig). Ions were produced in collisions

between electrons and neutral particles of the working

gas at different sites within the discharge gap and were

thus accelerated to different energies. The ion current

depended on the range of energies in which it was

measured. Specifically, ions with energies W 6 150 eV and

W > 700 eV were detected at dURFA/dt = 2V/50ms and

dURFA/dt = 4V/10ms, respectively. The highest current

was measured at energies close to the maximum of the

energy spectrum of ions.

Working with mixtures of inert gases, we could not

pass over experiments with
”
Penning pairs“ [12,13] (in

the present case, the studied mixtures were those of

neon with argon or krypton, wherein the potential of

excitation of neon to a metastable state is around 16.7 eV

and exceeds the ionization potentials of argon (15.7 eV)
and krypton (14 eV)). The natural

”
Penning“behavior of

ignition curve B ig = f (q) (reduction of the energy input

from the magnetic field required for ignition) was observed

when argon or krypton were admixed as impurities into

neon (Fig. 3, a). However, when neon itself was admixed
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Figure 2. Ignition curves for neon. 1 — Mode I, 2 — mode II.

q = 70 cm3/min.

into argon or krypton, the ignition induction increased

to qNe ≈ 30 cm3/min and then decreased monotonically,

but did not reach the starting value at qNe 6 90 cm3/min

(Fig. 3, b); the Penning effect in its explicit form is not

observed here. The results presented in Fig. 3 were obtained

using an induction sensor (Rogowski coil).

Realizing that a flow of ions leaving the E× B discharge

region may be an indicator of ignition (emergence of

electrons and plasma in the AAL anode−cathode gap), we
performed an experiment on measuring the values of Uig

and B ig at the moment when a signal is detected at the ion

collector. This
”
ion monitoring“ had an additional advantage

in that it provided an opportunity to demonstrate explicitly

that a self-sustained E× B discharge did indeed spread over

the entire anode−cathode gap, since the RFA signal at

the moment of ignition corresponds to ions with energies

50 eV 6 Wi 6 eUA. Two steady-state E× B discharge

modes extending from zero (neutral gas) to I1 (point B
in Fig. 1, b) and approximately from I1 (steady-state plasma

E× B discharge mode — point C in Fig. 1, b) to I2 (point
D in Fig. 1, b) were found as a result. The

”
plasma“ jump

cannot be induced without a cathode potential jump. Two

current jumps (to the glow discharge mode and at the

glow discharge stage) constitute a fundamental difference
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Figure 3. Ignition curves at ignition voltage Uig ≈ 830V

measured a when krypton (1) and argon (2) were admixed

into neon (qNe = 60 cm3/min = const) and b when neon was

admixed into krypton (qKr = 5 cm3/min = const) (1) and argon

(qAr = 8 cm3/min = const) (2).

between a E× B discharge and a discharge in zero magnetic

field. The following sequence of E× B discharge generation

may then be formulated: mode I of an anomalous glow

discharge−mode II of an anomalous glow discharge−arc

discharge.

The difference in behavior of Penning pairs corresponding

to different roles of gases (primary gas or impurity) is

attributable to variations of the degree of influence of a

discharge on the potential distribution in the cathode region.

When neon is the primary gas, a discharge is ignited at

B ig > 2800G. A cathode potential layer with thickness

1 < 3mm and magnitude 1ϕ > 30V forms in this case.

If easily ionized components (Ar, Kr) are the primary gas,

a discharge is ignited at B ig 6 1700G, and 1ϕ does not

exceed15−20 V, thus making the ionization of neon and its

excitation into a metastable state unlikely.
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